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Report:
The properties of polymeric surfaces and interfaces are important in many commercial
applications: paints and coatings, adhesives, polymeric semiconductors, biocompatible
materials, membranes etc. The project aims at understanding chain conformation and
kinetics at polymer surfaces and interfaces and to compare them with the corresponding
properties in the bulk.
In recent experiments, we investigated the crystallisation of the archetypal semi-crystalline
polymer poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and showed that there are significant differences
in the ordering at the surface compared to the bulk. We have also demonstrated the role of
the surface in inducing a preferred orientation of the polymer chains on crystallisation. The
detailed kinetics can be followed in real-time using a compact high vacuum chamber for insitu studies.
Buried polymer interfaces are crucial for structural integrity of multilayers, for adhesion and
for semiconducting polymer devices. In this experiment, we aimed to understand the
kinetics of crystallisation at a buried polymer-polymer interface. Does the kinetics of
crystallisation at such an interface proceed at a rate similar to that of the free surface or at a
rate typical of the bulk polymer?
In order to investigate the upper interface of a buried polymer layer, we needed a suitable
polymer complement having a lower electron density than PET. Polystyrene (PS) was

selected for this giving the required refraction
effects (fig. 1). However, the difference in the
n2 PS
n1 PET
critical angle for PET and PS is of the order of
n0 Si
0.02° and hence considerable care was required
to penetrate the PS while limiting the
Fig. 1 Refraction at the buried polymer
penetration in the PET film. PS also remains
interface
amorphous but the glass transition temperature
is about 100°C close to the crystallisation temperature of PET.
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The diffracted intensity was scanned with the Q vector parallel to the surface during in-situ
anneals at temperatures of 90°C, 95°C, 100°C and 115°C. At 90°C, no crystallisation was
observed, in contrast with a free PET surface where we observe crystallisation after about
60 minutes. For 95°C we observe peaks corresponding to crystalline PET after 90 minutes
(fig. 2(a)). For longer annealing times, the crystalline peaks disappear. At 100°C, we do
not observe crystalline PET peaks at all (fig. 2(b)). The disappearance of the crystalline
peaks is caused by interdiffusion at the interface, as confirmed by reflectivity. The rate
crystallisation at 90°C and 95°C is consistent with the crystallisation rate in bulk PET.
The results are currently being analysed for a publication.

